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302), and in the sameissue (p. 224 sqq.)there is
an admirable investigation of the ' passive'
r by Zimmer : both these may well be sub-
stituted in the next edition for the views of
Brugmann here given. The reduplicated
verbs (p. 398) should be divided into nonthe-
matic and thematic, both original classes.
' Sfct. dcinavam' (p. 401) is imaginary, pos-
sibly due to confusion with dcinavam. On
p. 403 a misprint twice repeated makes the
Skfc. 9th class form plural in -»&-. The note
on av, avaii etc. (p. 466n.) gives De Saussure's
theory without any reference to its complete
refutation by Osthoff and Hiibschmann,
whose views are taken elsewhere. Monro's
explanation of the 1st aorist a is certainly
not ' simpler than that of Brugmann,' since
the latter treating eSetfa, i8fi£aina> and iScigav
as original makes the extension of the a just
three times as easy as in a theory which gets
all from one form e8ei£a. The treatment of
the Imperative is seriously weakened by the
small weight given to Thurneysen's extreme-
ly acute paper upon the subject (K.Z. xxvii.
172), full of suggestions reaching consider-
ably beyond the immediate point. Brugmann
has adopted his account of the suffix -tod, as
our authors might have seen in the Greek
Grammar (p. 91). The printer is evidently
responsible for the curious slip which gives
Skt. ihi as a ' pure verb theme without per-
sonal suffix' (p. 434). vis (from volo) is left
as obscure (p. 449), though the identity with
Skt. visi (cf. FUfiuii) is given by Stolz.
' Bhuva,' on the next page, is an awkward
misprint, as bhdvati actually has aorists of
that form. Following this, the thematic class

with no, ne answers to the unthematic nd
verbs, not the neu. The treatment of the
Italic and Keltic b forms (p. 469) is rather
over-sceptical. Thurneysen's article (B.B.
viii. 269 sqq.) is suggestive here. The same
paper presents a very strong case for the
identity feretis = <f>epr]Tt, which would eluci-
date the problems of p. 470. On. p. 473 the
mention of daturus suggests that the de-
nominatives parturio esurio from agent nouns
(' desideratives ') are left unexplained. It
might have been added, moreover, that the
' strong stem has penetrated to ' the Latin
-tus participle through the influence of the
so-called supine. Two very useful summaries
close the book as appendices. P. 480 shows
a misprint in Skt. 'cvan' for cvan. The
sigmatic aorist should not have been given
to ablaut ii. (p. 485) without a reference to
the ' vrddhi' forms : see Brugmann, Grund-
riss, i.°§ 314.

Here I may close what will not, I hope, be
mistaken for a hostile criticism. Only a
strong appreciation of the invaluable service
Messrs. King and Cookson have rendered to
English scholarship would make it worth
while to catalogue these details. My criti-
cisms are from a practical point of view,
suggested by the wants of students who have
used the book. So while conscious that some
of them may be wrong or too exacting, I
offer them in the hope that they may be of
service in perfecting a work which must
greatly advance the scientific study of the
classical languages in this country.

J. H. MOULTON.

THE ARCADO-CYPRIAN DIALECT.

The Arcado-Cyprian Dialect. By HERBERT
WEIR SMYTH, Ph.D. Transactions Ameri-
can Philological Association, 1887. Vol.
xviii.

THE author of the above article having pre-
viously made (American Journal of Philology,
vol. vii. p. 421^*.) an examination of the
inter-relations of the dialects of Thessaly,
Boeotia, Lesbos, and Elis, in which he en-
deavoured to establish theconnection of these
with the North Greek of Phocis and Locris,
undertakes in the present paper an exami-
nation of the Arcadian dialect, in the hope
of defining with greater precision than
hitherto its relations with the other Hellenic
dialects. The material collected is designed

to serve as the basis of a further discussion
of the question in the author's work on the
Greek dialects which is now in preparation.

As the closely related daughter dialect of
Cyprus necessarily enters largely into the
discussion, the paper is entitled the Arcado-
Cyprian Dialect, i.e. the Arcadian dialect
before Cyprian attained to the dignity of
individual existence. The attempt to estab-
lish the character of this is undertaken:
(1) By noting all those points of agreement
which are the exclusive property of Arcadian
and Cyprian and are not possessed by any
other Hellenic dialect. (2) By collecting all
those instances of phonetic and inflectional
resemblance which are the joint property of
both Arcadian and Cyprian and of other
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Hellenic dialects. (3) By noting the occur-
rence of peculiarities common to Arcadian
and other dialects but not found in Cyprian,
and similarly of peculiarities common to
Cyprian along with other dialects, but not
found in Orcadian. This excellent method
of procedure, which will hardly fail to com-
mend itself to all students of Greek dialects,
has been adhered to with great fidelity in
the paper before us. The results are in brief
as follows:—

The close relation between Arcadian and
Cyprian asserted by the tradition in Pausa-
nias viii. 5, 2 : ' Ayatrrpfiap Se 6 'AyKaiov h
Tpoiav r/yrjo'a.TO 'ApKriuriv. 'lXiov 8e a\ov<rr]S
. . . . i(£i/x.(bv ' Ayairrp/opa KOX TO ApicaSwv vav
Tucbv KwrqveyKev is TLmrpov /cat Tld<f>ov Te
'Ayairijviap iyevero olKurrrjf, is well k n o w n to
be abundantly confirmed by the epigraphic
remains of both dialects. Yet exclusive
peculiarities shared by these two dialects
alone are not numerous. Smyth enumerates
only :—

(1) The use of dird and ig with the dative.
(2) The genitive sing, of masc, -d- stems

in -av for do.
(3) The occurrence of the preposition iros

as the equivalent of 7rpds.
(4) The development of the primitive ver-

bal ending -VTI to -v tr i, though the author
freely admits that -vo-i for the Cyprian is un-
certain. Ante-consonantal v in the interior
of a word is everywhere omitted in the latter
dialect, so that it is impossible to determine
whether Cyprian e-he-so- si- is to be tran-
scribed Ifoxri or e£o(v)o-i.

The above array of evidence, though
scanty, is nevertheless rightly held to speak
with no uncertain voice in confirmation of
the Agapenor legend.

Some will doubtless be surprised that use
has not been made of the occurrence of the
preposition lv for b> in Arcadian and Cyprian.
But this feature, supposed until recently to
be the exclusive possession of these two dia-
lects, has recently turned up in Cretan (see
Herforth, De dialecto Cretica, p. 210), and is
therefore omitted from the list. But proper
names in -Kpenjs for -KpaV̂ s (e.g. Cyprian
'ApurroKperrj's, Arcadian Sawcper̂ s) ought to
have been included, since so far as we have
any evidence or even testimony their occur-
rence is restricted to these two dialects. The
mention by Johannes Grammaticus of
' Aeolic' Kpero's for icparos has no especial
weight, and certainly cannot be held to im-
ply the existence of proper names in -KpeV̂ s
in 'Aeolic'

As regards the relationship of Arcado-
Cyprian to the other dialects of the so-called
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Aeolic type (i.e. Thessalia n, Lesbian, Boeotian,
Elean), Smyth fails to find any single dialectic
feature common to all, a fact which clearly
shows the unsoundness of postulating a primi-
tive Aeolie unity in the sense in which we
have a Doric unity. This is undoubtedly
the sense of all careful scholars at present.

Yet, while this is true, Arcado-Cyprian is
nevertheless claimed to show vigorous pre-
ferences for individual members among the
so-called Aeolic dialects. In these claims
the author seems to me to go too far, and to
base conclusions upon uncertain or too slight
data. Thus the points of touch between
Arcado-Cyprian and the Homeric dialect are
represented as consisting in the possession of
the infinitive termination -r/vai (e.g. Arc.
aireWfjvai, Cyp. Kvfiepfjvai, Horn. <f>opfjvai) a n d
of the peculiar ftokofuu for ftovko/Mu. But,
to say nothing of other considerations, the
Cyprian Kvftcprjvai (which is the sole instance
of the formation in this dialect) is quite un-
certain, and Cyprian J36XO/JUU rests upon no
more certain evidence than the Hesychian
gloss m j8dA.e- r( OiXas.

So also the relation between Arcado-
Cyprian and Lesbian rests solely upon the
occurrence of proper names in -Kper̂ s in the
two former dialects along with the statement
of Johannes Grammaticus, above referred to,
that /cperoi was used by the AioA.£is.

Between Arcado-Cyprian and Thessalian
the relationship exists merely in the occur-
rence of irrdXts for irdXis (in Thessalian ol
TToXlapyoi, i.e. ol irroXtapxpi). But Arcadian
•m-dAis rests only upon the notice in Pausanias
viii. 12, 7 : KaXeirai 8e TO ^wpiov TOVTO i<f>'
fiifMv IZTOAIS, whereas all Arcadian inscrip-
tions have TTOAIS, e.g. Coll. 1222, 12 : 1252,1;
TToXirai 1231, A, 44; so that an Arcado-
Cyprian TTTokis cannot safely be inferred.

A firmer link is found between Arcado-
Cyprian, Lesbian and Thessalian. viz. in the
occurrence of the preposition airv for airo, and
of K€ for av. But the special relation of
Arcado-Cyprian to Boeotian and Thessalian
which is claimed by Smyth on the basis of
the treatment of the preposition ef I should
regard as extremely uncertain. Smyth would
follow Schmidt in reading Cyprian lo-sySatrti',
prs TSU, ecrs TOLI, where Deecke reads l̂ /Sao-iv,
£̂  TWI, i£ Tat. With this «rs for i£ before
consonants he compares the Arcadian, Boeo-
tian, and Thessalian es for i£ in the same
situation. But Deecke is to be upheld in
reading e£ in all cases in Cyprian. The
syllabic character in ef TUH, i£ TOLL is precisely
the same as that found in 6 /araf Coll. 17,
where it can represent nothing else than £,
and in Kapv£ Coll. 65, a bilingual inscription,
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where we have the express evidence of the
accompanying Greek transliteration. The sign
in l^fiaxriv is slightly different, but beyond
question. It is true that e£/3a.(ri.v, ef TS>L and
i£ rai all offend against the Greek law con-
cerning triple consonance; but lasjiacnv K.T.X.
do not relieve this difficulty.

The point of contact between Arcado-
Cyprian on the one hand, and Lesbian, Pam-
phyliaa, Thessalian, Boeotian on the other,
to which Smyth calls attention, is undoubtedly
a significant one, viz. the tendency of o to
become v. But Smyth admits that it is quite
doubtful whether Boeotian belongs here, and
so far as Thessalian is concerned the only
illustration that can be cited is diri, which
had already been utilized to show the relation-
ship of Arcado-Cyprian to Lesbian and Thes-
salian. With these deductions we may hardly
conclude more than that Arcado-Cyprian
shares the tendency to change o to v with
Pamphylian and Lesbian. The conclusion
drawn by Curtius and others as to the
relationship existing between Arcado-Cy-
prian, Lesbian, Pamphylian, Boeotian and
Thessalian, on the basis of the retention of
the primitive u- sound in v, is properly
rejected as of significance only when
the fact is proved which it claims to
establish.

Smyth's thesis of the vigorous preference
of Arcado-Cyprian for dialects of the Aeolic
type can hardly be admitted to be well
established in the light of the foregoing
considerations. The cautious student will
not venture to claim more than the existence
of a tendency in Arcado-Cyprian, Lesbian,
Boeotian, Thessalian and Pamphylian, by
which o in unaccented syllables becomes v,
and the existence of «eas common to Arcado-
Cyprian, Thessalian and Lesbian. As
regards the relation of Arcado-Cyprian to
Doric, Smyth finds traces of borrowing on
the part of the former in the occurrence of rj
by the compensative lengthening of E (e.g.
A r c a d i a n <j>0ripo>v = A t t . <j>8eip<av, Cypr ian
r)fj.i). The Arcado-Cyprian infinitive ending
-EV (if we read Cyprian l̂ ev in Coll..60, 10,
22) may be either borrowed from Doric or
possibly be pan-Hellenic ; most certainly the
latter if we read Ionic orfieiXev in Cauer,
Delectus, 527.

As to the relation of Arcadian (apart
from Cyprian) to other dialects, Smyth finds
a connection with Lesbian, Thessalian, and
Boeotian in the tendency of contract verbs
in -«o and -o<o to pass over into the -/xi class;
also an affinity with Ionic in the occurrence
of £i in the Tegean inscription, while connec-
tion with the Doric is seen in rj for E by

compensative lengthening, and probably in
such infinitives as fywjfiaivEv ( = i/^cfMLvav).

Special connection of Cyprian (apart from
Arcadian) with other dialects is maintained
in a number of cases. But several of these
are shadowy. Thus the special relation of
Cyprian to Aeolic, and of Cyprian to Boeotian
is not made out. But Cyprian and Thessalian
must be admitted to have a point of identity
in Cyprian ir«o-ei and Thessalian -rrucraTov
(i.e. -?reieraTo>), where we should regularly
have reio-a, reurdro). So also Cyprian, Les-
bian, and Thessalian have 6V- for avd in com-
position, and Cyprian, Boeotian, Thessalian
and Doric agree in changing e to t before a,
o, a> (though this is rare in Thessalian).

Special relation of Cyprian to Ionic-Attic
on the basis of the Cyprian genitives 'A/AV(V)TG>
(from 'A/xvvras), Eu/ayop<o (instead of Ei/a-
yopav, cf. Cyprian 'Ovaxrayopav and similar
genitives) seems doubtful. 'Af«;(v)To> is no
longer read by Deecke, and Ev/aydpco, as
admitted by Smyth himself (Addenda, p. 159),
is not a current formation, only a single in-
stance being known where Ionic names in
-yoprjs form the gen. in -yopw, while the
formation in -y6peo> is frequent. Cyprian
ore and irori would seem to constitute the
only point of special relationship between
this dialect and Ionic-Attic.

Between Cyprian and Doric the special
relationship claimed by Smyth is contingent,
at least in part, upon the interpretation of
uncertain dialectic phenomena. Thus if we
admit, for Cyprian, <a and t) by compensative
lengthening of o and E ; or if we admit the
expulsion of secondary intervocalic o- (in the
Cyprian <f>pov£(i>l for </>pov£a»n Coll. 68, 4 ;
Si/uoiois 69), we shall readily recognize Doric
affinities. But, as long as the correct inter-
pretation of the Cyprian forms is so doubt-
ful, it will hardly do to build upon.them.
Doric influence, however, seems to manifest
itself in the rare Cyprian gen. in d for -av,
e.g. 'Afirjvija Coll. 60,18, and in the contrac-
tion of £o to o) in Nw/A-̂ vios, Berliner Philo-
logischer Wochenschrift, 1886,no. 42, col. 1323.

A special interest attaches to Smyth's
paper from the fact that he has appended to
his discussion of the relationship between
Arcado-Cyprian and other dialects an outline
of the Cyprian dialect itself. This is brief
and not designed to discuss theories to any
extent or to deal exhaustively with the epi-
graphie material, yet as the first1 published

1 A fuller treatment of the subject is attempted in
a paper of my own, On the Sounds and Inflections
of the Cyprian Dialect, in the Nebraska University
Studies, I. 2, which was already in press at the time
of the appearance of Dr. Smyth's article.
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attempt at anything like a systematic sum-
mary of the facts of Cyprian grammar it
commands attention. I venture to notice in
detail several questions touched upon by
Smyth in this connection.

1. frprw, Deecke's reading in Coll. 68, 1,
which is taken by him for Fei-rna and has
generally passed unchallenged, is properly
rejected by Smyth (p. 115). The ei of Ftiirov
is the genuine diphthong, as is shown by
Attic inscriptions written in the Old Alpha-
bet, where we have EI. Cyprian -q cannot
stand as the equivalent of this genuine a,
but only of that ei which arises fiom com-
pensative lengthening or contraction.

2. TTOS, Coll. 60, 19, 20, 21, which Baunack
and Meister wish to explain as derived from
iroTt through the medium of an assumed *TTO<TL
(ante-vocalic form), is taken by Smyth (p. 67)
after Bechtel (Bezz. Beitr. x. p. 287) as for
*iroV-s. The weakness of the view advocated
by Baunack and Meister is well characterized
by the remark that in their explanation the
form ' *iroo-t, like the Pelasgians, is there only
to be driven away,' since it is purely imagi-
nary and found in no dialect or literary
monument.

3. Deecke's reading -n-ori (Coll. 68, 1) as
voc. sing, of iroVis (for TroVts), ' lord,' is also
rejected (p. 68). Deecke's reading would
compel us to admit the retention of r before i,
in spite of the fact that this is elsewhere
regularly assibilated, while Cyprian wco-is
occurs in a clear instance in Coll. 26, 2. To
these phonetic considerations might have
been added the fact that the signification
' lord' is foreign to the word in Greek,
though Skrt. patis and even Greek TTOTVIO.
point unmistakably to the primitive signifi-
cation as that of power, mastery.

4. t) KE is Deecke's reading in Coll. 60,10,
23, i.e. 6? K€ ( = idv). Meyer (Gr. Gr? § 113)
has rejected this and proposes T]{y) «e (rpr for
idv), the final v being omitted as not infre-
quently in Cyprian. Meyer compares Home-
ric idv «e as a syntactical parallel. But
Smyth (p. 72) rightly defends Deecke's read-
ing in view of Cretan t\ in the Gortynian
inscription iv. 31 ; v. 9, and cites with
approval Baunack's explanation of the form
as instrumental of the root svo- (cf. Laconian
Trrf-iroKa from root iro-). It might be added
that Meyer's explanation of Cyprian rjv for
idv is against the clear laws of the dialect as
regards the contraction of c a. This combina-
tion does not contract, but either remains
unchanged or (in Idalian inscriptions) be-
comes (a.

5. iapo's (as the equivalent of wpos) is evi-
dently claimed for Cyprian (p. 82), especially

on the basis of tjapwraroi, Coll. 41, though
Deecke (Bezz. Beitr. xi. p. 317) has announced
that the inscription, which was hitherto read
from right to left, is to be read from left to
right. Compare also Meister in Berliner
Philologische Woehenschrift, 1887, no. 52,
who has further worked out the text. This
deprives us of Ijaparraros. The other forms
cited by Smyth,/apa( = iapdf) and 'Iapa>(v)Sav,
cannot authorize the conclusion that iapos
existed by the side of Upos in Cyprian.

6. l/tio-os (on the basis of Deecke's read-
ing iftio-rjs, Coll. 68,1) is accepted by Smyth
(p. 85) as the Cyprian form of icros. But the
primitive form of this adjective was Fla-Fos
(cf. Cretan FiaFov, FicrFo/jioipov in the Gortyn-
ian inscription). Smyth does not explain the
precise origin of l/eio-os. The e may easily
be accounted for as prothetic before the
initial / . Cf. Homeric etVo-at (the correct
form—not Ewrai) for *i-Fi<rcrai, i.e. *i-Fl<rFai.
But Fu- as the Cyprian resultant of FurF- is
not conceivable. Possibly we might assume
a strong stem Feur- by the side of Fur-. But
the Ionic rj of the termination cannot be
correct, and considering the many difficulties
of the context it would seem best to reject
the former altogether.

7. So also with the peculiar ono-Tais in the
same inscription (Coll. 68, 3), which Smyth
(following Deecke) accepts (p. 119) without
apparent hesitation, as for *7ri<rrar>7s, though
admitting that the form stands alone.

8. Expulsion of intervocalic secondary o-
(arising from T), claimed by Deecke in (f>poviul
for <j>poveio(Ti Coll. 68, 4 and 8i/t<oois for
SI/IMUO-OIS Coll. 69, and admitted by Smyth
(p. 112), should be accepted with caution, as
the reading of neither inscription (in spite
of Deecke) can fairly be held to be assured
until made to yield a better sense than at
present. I t is true that certain Cyprian
glosses preserved in Hesychius do illustrate
the disappearance of intervocalic o-. But I
should be inclined to attribute these to a
later stage of the Cyprian than is known to
us from inscriptions. Moreover it should be
noted that these glosses never exemplify the
loss of the secondary <r arising from I, which
is the case we have to deal with. Hence
though the phenomenon in question is not
unparalleled (e.g. Laconian evrjfiwifc, Roehl,
I.G.A. 79, 15), yet it is exceedingly doubtful
for Cyprian.

9. How o-jnjcos (p. 112) is to be maintained
as the contraction of OTTCCOS (i.e. *(nriF(.o-o<;),
Coll. 31, 32, is difficult to understand.
Cyprian -eeo- regularly becomes -eo- by
aphaeresis of the second e, e.g. ©eoxXeos for

A ' s , i.e. -iFtos. So also in Arcadian.
E 2
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Hence *<T7reJ-«ros would become cnrcos, which
I should read, rejecting Deecke's OTTERS,
despite the resulting identity of nom. and
gen.

10. As to the Cyprian aXkwv ( = 5Xkwv) in
the Bronze Tablet, Coll. 60, 1, and the
recently discovered Cyprian 'AirdXiovi,
Berliner Philologisehe Wochenschrift, 1886,
no. 42, col. 1323, Smyth takes these (p. 114)
as arising not by epeathesis from *aAios,
* 'KirtKuav, as is commonly done, but as a
further Cyprian development of an Arcado-
Cyprian aAAos and ' ATreAAwv. For the former
of these he compares Cretan avKa — aXicrj;
Oevym = 6ikya>. Smyth's view is decidedly
preferable to any other. The Arcado-Cyprian
form must have been o\Aos and Cyprian
aIA.os must have developed from this. So
with 'Airet'A.(ov.

11. Smyth seems to share (p. 109) Voigt's
suspicion of Kartdtcrav, Deecke's reading in
Coll. 20. But I see no good reason why this
form may not be explained as a contamination
of KariOtjav, found in Coll. 60, 27, and
KareOea-av. The latter though not found may
be safely assumed as a current form.

12. As to Smyth's endorsement (p. 68) of
fiu(v) £«fa/ievos, Hall's proposed reading in
Coll. 45, where Deecke reads vei>f<£//,evos
(v = «ri), it should be borne in mind that
ju.t(v) with omitted final nasal cannot be read
before a vowel in Cyprian. Hence the read-
ing is untenable. Voigt's ply IOUJKC in the
same inscription (where Deecke reads ive&rjKe)
is no more tenable, since filv for pev {i.e. fie-v
= /xe) is the ante-consonantal form ; /AEV the
form employed before vowels. Of. /tev
Z&Tacrav Coll. 71. I should therefore retain
Deecke's reading in both instances.

13. Smyth is inaccurate in his statement
(p. 109) concerning the change of Cyprian
e to i. He implies that the £ of £ a or £ o
where these arise from e u a, E a- o, does.not be-

come i. Yet the Bronze Tablet has arekija for
-ka, i.e. -ttra: ripxyija for ripxyea i.e. -ecra.
The facts seem rather to be these: in the
Bronze Tablet, and in fact in all Idalian in-
scriptions, £ invariably becomes i before a, o,
and (o. Elsewhere it is generally retained.

14. On p. 118, Smyth is correct in insist-
ing (against Deecke, Bezz. Beitr. vi, 79) that
the Cyprian Kdn (KJ.T' 'HSaXtW, Coll. 59, 3)
cannot be taken as the progenitor (through
*K6JTI, *KOX) of the vulgar K<U. Cyprian K<£S,
KO. ( = Kai) are also to be held separate from
both K6.TI and K<U.

15. The Cyprian gen. Eu/aydpo) Coll. 153,
154, which Smyth was at first inclined
(p. I l l ) to refer to Ionic influence (following
Meyer, Gr. Gr.1 § 345), is admitted in the
Addenda, p. 159, to be doubtful. This is
unquestionably the more prudent view, as
already indicated above.

16. The Arcadian forms in -17s (for evs),
viz. lapr/s, Up ŝ, ypa^s, are taken (p. 79)
along with the solitary Cyprian i;'ep ŝ as re-
presenting a primitive e declension. The
Boeotian forms in -EI (for -EIS, i.e. -17s), e.g.
MEI/VEI etc., are referred to the same category.
This suggestion is deserving of consideration,
though the facts are too scanty to justify
more than a bare hypothesis.

17. The Arcadian Sapiopyos, which is taken
(p. 95) as for 8a/*«opyos (contracted from
8a/xio(/)£pyos) with a> shortened to o, is ex-
plained in the Addenda, p. 158, as for
Sa/ouoepyds with aphaeresis of the £. The latter
view is distinctly preferable since the shorten-
ing of a long vowel before liquid con-
sonant is doubtful for a period of the language
subsequent to the disappearance of / . In my
own paper I have referred Sa/iuopyos to 8a/uo-
opyds, assuming aphaeresis of the first o.

OHAS. E. BENNETT,
University of Nebraska.

HISTORY OF GREECE.

A History of Greece, by EVELYN ABBOTT,
M.A., LL.D. Part I. (London, 1888.)
10s. Qd.

A NEW history of Greece written in English
and summarizing the results of recent
research has long been needed. In Germany
during the last thirty years the greatest
activity has been displayed in the production
of historical works; the labour has been

carefully divided and every branch of his-
torical study has been exhaustively investi-
gated. The results so acquired have been
collected and applied to general history, and
the works of Curtius, Duncker, Holm and
Busolt contain the best evidence of the
energy of German historians. On the other
hand Sir G. W. Cox is the only English
writer since Thirl wall and Grote who has
produced a Greek history of any importance.


